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一、中文摘要

配價條款是廠商在賣出產品給買方時
提供的一個保證:只要買方能找到其他的
廠商賣出的價格比較低,則保證退回差價. 
本文發現此條款使用的一些特性:大多是
零售商使用;大多發生於單位價格較高,購
買頻率較低的產品; 勞務零售商較少使用; 
消費者,製造商和零售商似乎並不反對此
條款; 此條款最先盛行於複雜的耐久財, 
繼而擴展至其他財物.

關鍵詞：配價條款

Abstract

A meeting competition clause (MCC) 
guarantees a firm’s customers that he will 
match any competitor’s lower price on 
identical or nearly identical products.  This 
article finds some essential features of MCCs: 
they are used most often by retailers of highly 
priced and infrequently purchased products; 
they are seldom used by retailers of services; 
consumers, manufacturers and retailers seem 
to benefit from the adoption of this clause; 
and they occur firstly on complex durables, 
then to other products.

Keywords: Meeting competition clause, Price 
Matching, Low-Price-Guarantee

二、Motivation 

A meeting competition clause 

(hereafter MCC) guarantees a firm’s 
customers that he will match any 
competitor’s lower price on identical 
or nearly identical products.  Two 
major theories have been advanced to 
explain the existence of such practice.  
They are (i) the tacit collusion theory
based on Steven Salop’s original(1986) 
idea and later formalized by other 
scholars; and (ii) the price 
discrimination hypothesis of PNG and 
Hirshleifer (1987), in which MCC serves 
as a device to price-discriminate 
between informed and uninformed 
buyers.

Given the prevalence of MCCs, it is 
not surprising that an extensive 
theoretical literature has arisen to 
explore their existence.  What is 
surprising, however, is the lack of 
empirical studies exploring the 
features of MCC use.

三、Reuslts
  

The approach I employ involves finding 
out MCC imposed products that have been 
frequently cited in the literature and attempting 
to determine the features of MCC use.  Many 
prominent uses of this clause emerge from my 
search of the available economic, marketing, 
and legal literature.  They, in descending order 
of frequency of uses, include consumer 
electronics, appliances, cameras and video 
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equipment, housewares, sporting and exercise 
equipment, tire, audio equipment, automobiles, 
computers, funeral services, home repairs, 
furniture, office supplies, books, cellular phone 
and pager, eyewear, gasoline, and toy.  

My search and examination reveals the 
following features of MCC uses: 

(1) MCCs are used most often by 
retailers of highly priced and 
infrequently purchased products;

(2) MCCs are seldom used by 
retailers of services;

(3) prices are higher with MCC 
than without it;

(4) consumers, manufacturers and 
retailers seem to benefit from the 
adoption of MCC; 

(5) and MCCs occur firstly on 
complex durables, then to other 
products.

While the existing two theories 
differ in their explanations of why 
MCCs exist, they reach a broadly 
analogous conclusion, namely that 
price should be higher when MCC is 
present than when it is not.  Except 
(3), the existing two theories cannot 
adequately explain the other 4 features 
of MCC uses.  

四、Self-Assessment of This Research

To assess the validity of any 
theory, the first important thing is to 
see if this theory can explain the facts.  
For the topic of MCCs, there have been 
little empirical studies.  The only
empirical study of MCCs is Hess and 
Gerstner’s (1991) time-series analysis 
of pricing following the adoption of an 
MCC by one of the firms in their sample.

 The main contribution of this 
research is to identify other essential 
features of MCC uses.  I fou nd that the 
existing two theories cannot provide 
convincing explanations about the 

features I identified.  
Thus there must be other reason for 

the use of MCC.  This research has not 
yet found what the reason is; that is 
the main research goal I will pursue 
next. 
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